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This invention relates to window catches for 

use on Windows of the common sash type such as 
are extensively used in residences. 
The principal object of my invention is to pro 

vide a catch device to supplement the ordinary 
catch which is so constructed that it will effec 
tively resist "jimmying' of the window by a burg 
lar So that such a person cannot enter the house 
Without actually breaking the glass or otherwise 
making an excessive noise. The device is con 
Structed so that the window may be opened by 
the householder a certain distance, as in a bed 
room, Without the Window being capable of being 
Opened further from the outside, but without in 

rterfering with Such further opening of the Win 
doW from the inside. 
A further object is to arrange the device so 

that it Will function automatically to prevent the 
WindoW. being opened as soon as it is closed or 
lowered beyond the catch point without any at 
tention. On the part of the householder being nec 
essary. A house whose windows are equipped 
With my catch devices will therefore be reason 
ably secure against burglary by entrance ef 
fected through the windows-the usual course 
pursued by criminals of that character, who are 
Seldom expert in lock picking and rely on ripping 
out or "jimmying' the ordinarily weak window 
catches in order to effect their entrance. The 
device is also an automatic safeguard against the 
results of carelessness on the part of the house 
holder in forgetting to engage the catches at 
night or on leaving the house, as is frequently 
the Case. 
A further object of the invention is to produce 

a simple and inexpensive device and yet one 
which will be exceedingly effective for the pur 
pose for which it is designed, 
These objects I accomplish by means of such 

Structure and relative arrangement of parts as 
will fully appear by a perusal of the following 
Specification and claims. 

In the drawing similar characters of reference 
indicate corresponding parts in the Several views: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of my improved 
catch device as installed and in operation to hold 
the Windows against relative opening movement. 

Fig. 2 is a similar view showing the catch cam 
positioned to allow the windows to be fully opened 
relative to each other. 

Fig. 3 is a vertical transverse section showing 
the cam in the position occupied in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a similar view of the structure showing 
the cam in the position occupied in Fig. 2. 

Referring now more particularly to the char 
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acters of reference on the drawing, the numeral 
denotes in general the upper window sash and 

2 the lower Window sash, the latter being inward 
ly of the upper window, as usual. 
The catch structure comprises, a rectangular 

plate 3 adapted to be mounted on the face of and 
inside one of the side rails of the upper window 
sash. Toward its upper end the plate has a ver 
tical slot 4 from around the edges of which a box 
5 projects, the window sash being recessed to re 
caive the box. The box is permanently secured 
to the plate in any suitable manner so as to form 
a unit, therewith. Arranged in connection with 
the box and plate is a dog-cam 6 having a width 
slightly less than that of the slot. This can is 
flat on one side and at one end of the flat side 
is provided With a boss projecting into the bot 
tom of the slot and box and pivoted in connec 
tion with the box by a cross pin 8. This pin is 
positioned so that when the cam is hanging down 
the fiat side engages the outside of the plate 
beioW the slot. 
The opposite side of the cam diverges at an 

acute angle from the flat side, from the end of 
Said side opposite the boss, so as to form a wedge 
for engagement with the top of the inner window 
sash, as shown in Fig. 3. To prevent the cam 
biting into the wood a contact strip 9 is preferably 
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mounted on the outside of said sash at the top, 
as shown. The length of the can from the pivot 
pinto its opposite tapered end is slightly less-than 
the height of the slot and box so that when the 
cam is tured upwardly it will fit into the box; 
the depth of the latter being sufficient to wholly 
receive the cam when it is thus positioned. A 
Spring O mounted in the back of the box engages 
the cam when it is thus fully enclosed in the box 
and tends to force the same out from such en 
closed position or to one where it may drop of 
itself to its outer depending position. 

It will thus be seen that when the cam is in a 
depending position it forms a positive stop against 
relative opening movement between the windows, 
and any great pressure applied to the Windows 
to open the same merely jams them all the 
tighter against the sides of their guide grooves 
in the Window casing. When it is desired to open 
the WindoWS past the catch point the cam is 
raised by the finger to a substantially horizontal 
position, as shown in Fig. 3, whereupon the lower 
Window on being raised engages the flat side of 
the can and turns the same Without resistance 
into the box, as shown in Fig. 4, the outer tapered 
end of the cam constantly bearing against the 
Side of the lower window sash, 



3 
The cam will remain in that position until 

with the lowering of the Window the top of the 
inner Window sash passes below the upper end of 
the cam, whereupon the cam starts to Swing out 
and follows up the lowering movement of the 
window. It Will continue to thus swing until 
the window has been lowered to an extent suf 
ficient to enable the cam to lie flat against the 
plate, as shown in FigS. 1 and 3. Said can is 
then of course in position to engage the inner 
Window and prevent reopening of the same. 
The catch device may be mounted on the up 

per Window in position to permit some Opening 
of either window, or it may be mounted near the 
bottom SO as to take the place of the usual catch, 
if desired. In the former case the cam is made 
of non-magnetic metal so as to prevent the cam 
being raised to a non-functioning position from 
the Outside by means of a magnet attached to a 
cord and let down through the opening at the top 
of the window. 
As a further safeguard against lifting of the 

cam from the outside, the plate 3, below and in 
vertical alinement with the cam, is provided with 
a shallow groove , in which the flat side of the 
cam projects when in a depending condition, 
This prevents a thin Wire or other element being 
possibly projected between the plate and cam, 
and by means of which the latter could be lifted 
from is Wedge forming position. 
From the foregoing description it will be readily 

seen that I have produced such a device as sub 
Stantially fulfills the objects of the invention as 
set forth herein. 
While this specification sets forth in detail the 

present and preferred construction of the device, 
Still in practice Such deviations from such detail 
may be resorted to as do not form a departure 
from the spirit of the invention, as defined by 
the appended claims. 

Having thus described my invention what I 
claim as new and useful and desire to secure by 
Tetters Patent is: 

1. A latch for window sash, such latch com 
prising a box adapted to be recessed in an upper 
Sash of a Window, a can pivoted at one end in 
the lower portion of the box, One side of the cam 
being curved and the other side being flat the 
free ends of the sides of the cam meeting to form 
a Wedge the curved side of the cam facing the 
back of the box when the cam is in the box and 
the flat side facing out, a Spring fixed in the box 
and adapted to be under tension and ride the 
curved side of the can When the latter is in the 
box, whereby when a lower sash is moved past 
a latch in an upper Sash such lower sash may be 
made to ride the flat side of the cam and push 
the can into the box and place the spring under 
tension. So that when the lower sash is moved 
clear of the latch the Spring will then automat 
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4. 
ically press the cam out of the box and permit 
it to drop downward With the flat side against the 
upper sash, whereupon the cam will provide a 
Wedge lock against relative movement of the 
upper and loWer Sash. 

2. A latch for window sash, such latch com 
prising a box, a can, one side of which cam is 
flat and the other side of which diverges from the 
flat side at an acute angle to form a wedge, a 
boss at the wide end of the cam projecting at 
Substantially right angles to the flat side thereof 
and projecting into the box and pivoted therein 
adjacent the bottom of the box in such position 
that the cam may hang downwardly from the box 
With the flat side of the cam at substantially right 
angles to the bottom of the box, the cam being 
adapted to be received in the box when turned 
upWardly on its pivot. 

3. A device as in claim 2 including a spring 
mounted in the box and adapted to ride the cam 
and be placed under tension when the cam is 
moved into the box, 

4. As an article of manufacture a window catch 
Which comprises a plate provided with a slot ad 
jacent its upper end, a box formed on the plate 
and having an Open side in register with the slot, 
a Wedge Shaped cam having a curved side and a 
flat Side Opposite to the curved side such flat 
and curved sides converging to form the apex 
of the Wedge, a boss on the wide end of the cam 
projecting at Substantially right angles to the 
flat side of the cam, the boss being pivotally 
mounted in the box at the lower end thereof... in 
Such relative position thereto that when the cam 
is projected from the box it will hang by gravity 
from Such pivot point with its flat face against 
the plate, the box being of such a depth that the 
Cam may be SWung on such pivot to a vertically 
disposed position in the box with its flat side lying 
in a plane substantially parallel with the open 
Side of the box, and a flat curved spring in the 
box against which the curved side of the cam 
frictionally engages as the cam is moved into 
the box. - 

JOHN C. FITZGERALD. 
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